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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Diversity
consumes
meeting
By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor
A bylaw change that was met with strong resis-
tance at last week’s Student Senate meeting passed
by a vote of 15-4-1 at this week’s meeting.
Several hours of audience participation focused
on the legislation, which would require that each
senate member attend one diversity-themed event
per semester. Members of various RSOs came out in
support of senate representation at their meetings
and events.
“Audience participation brought up several good
points that opened up a Pandora’s Box of emotions
for everyone in here,” said Marty Ruhaak, external
relations committee chair.
During debate, the submitted bylaw change was
amended to include the “Primary Dimensions” of
diversity as stated in the senate bylaws defining the
diversity affairs committee. That definition includes
criteria like race, creed, sexual orientation and dis-
ability among other things.
Some believed that if the student body believed
strongly enough about the idea to voice concerns at
the senate meeting, that the bylaw change deserved
their approval.
“For every person that spoke tonight, there are
probably five more out there thinking the same
thing who didn’t come to the meeting,” said Jessica
Catto, student vice president for academic affairs.
While some senate members said they already
displayed a commitment to diversity enhancement,
others questioned why they had to argue so fervent-
ly against something they were supposedly already
doing.
“If I brush my teeth every morning, and you pass
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
John Smith, assistant athletic director for development, speaks to members of the Student Senate Wednesday Night in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Smith was answering questions about a $10,000 grant to
cover ticket costs for playoff rounds for football. Senate members tabled the motion.
Quorum violation latest of senate woes
By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor
The Student Senate’s Tuition and Fee
Review committee did not meet quorum
at last week’s meeting, nullifying the stu-
dent fee increases it recommended.
When a public body has quorum, it
means a majority of the board’s members
are present and voting.
Senate’s constitution states that their
actions must abide by Robert’s Rules of
Order. On page 20 of the Ninth Edition
of Robert’s Rules of Order, the purpose
and definition of quorum requirements is
as follows:
“The requirement of a quorum is pro-
tection against a totally unrepresentative
action in the name of the body by an
unduly small number of persons...In a
society or assembly whose real member-
ship can be accurately determined at any
time...the quorum is the majority of the
entire membership, by the common par-
liamentary law.”
That means the number of members a
committee has is defined not by how
many people are appointed, but how
many people their bylaws suggest they
appoint. Senate’s bylaws state that the
Tuition and Fee Review committee needs
not only the four senate members who
voted on fee increases last Thursday, but
three student non-senate members, one
member each of Eastern’s faculty and
staff.That makes nine people — a major-
ity would be five, and the committee
voted with four.
Therefore, the student fee recommen-
dations on their way to the Student
Senate were not those of the Tuition and
Fee Review Committee, but those of
Seth Quin, Donna Fernandez, Corey
Wilson and Lauren Kluge, who by them-
selves are not a governing body of
Eastern Illinois University.
Quin said he never appointed faculty
and staff members “mainly because it’s
never been done in the past.”
“I never really thought about it,” he
said.
Speaker of the Senate Joe Robbins
said the violation was a mistake.
“It was basically just an oversight on
our part,” he said.
Committee selects firm for presidential search
By Aaron Swiercz 
and Pat Guinane
Staff writers
The Presidential Search
Advisory Committee Wednesday
chose Academic Search
Consultation Service to assist in
the university’s quest to find a new
president.
Robert Manion, committee
chair and member of Eastern’s
Board of Trustees, said the search
firm’s representative, James
Appleberry, was better received by
the committee.
“In general, they thought he
related better to the committee
and was keenly interested in
Eastern and the committee that
he would be working with,”
Manion said.
Academic Search was chosen
over A.T. Kearney, the other firm
the committee interviewed
Wednesday in the 1895 Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The committee
was scheduled to meet separately
with three firms, but the third
firm, Korn Ferry, could not make
Wednesday’s meeting, effectively
taking them out of consideration.
Manion said that both
Academic Search and A.T.
Kearney were “highly qualified,”
but Academic Search related bet-
ter to the committee.
Both firms’ current commit-
ments factored into the commit-
tee’s decision-making process,
Manion said. While the repre-
sentative from A.T. Kearney, Jan
Greenwood, is currently working
on three searches, Appleberry is
working on only one other
search. Manion said that fact was
“pretty persuasive” to the com-
mittee.
Greenwood helped place for-
mer Eastern President Carol
Surles while working for another
firm, Hiedrick and Struggles. She
said she would very much like to
work with Eastern in the universi-
ty’s current search for a new presi-
dent.
Noticing that Greenwood is
involved with several other clients,
Manion asked her how her sched-
ule would affect her involvement
with Eastern if the committee
chose to use her firm.
Greenwood replied that if her
firm was chosen, she would be
present at every meeting that the
committee scheduled.
“It would be me and possibly
two others from my firm,” she
said. “We know that some univer-
sities meet a representative and
never see that person again
throughout the process ... I would
be in charge of your search
process.”
Appleberry, whose firm was
chosen, stressed the importance of
campus input in the search
process.
“The key is for the campus to
own the outcome and for you to
own the outcome and the
process,” he told the committee.
“The campus, I think, can look to
you then, to represent them and
make that choice.”
Appleberry also explained the
methods his firm uses to check
applicant backgrounds.
“We have a tremendous net-
work of people who know most of
the people who will be be in your
search or know someone who
knows the candidate,” he said.
With a firm chosen, Manion
said the committee’s next step will
be to draft a letter of intent so that
the firm and the committee can
begin sharing information while a
contract is finalized.
See QUORUM Page 7See SENATE Page 7
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Blood drive today at Union
By Jennifer Chiariello
Staff writer
The local chapter of the
American Red Cross, which services
134 hospitals in 116 counties, will be
conducting a blood drive today.
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring
the American Red Cross Blood
Drive from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today at
the Newman Catholic Center.
Tracy Torbeck, recruitment repre-
sentative for the American Red
Cross local chapter, says her region
uses 1,000 units of blood a day and
there is always a need to keep sup-
plies steady.
“There has been an outpouring of
people since Sept. 11 to help out and
contribute,” Torbeck said. “Blood
donation is a good way to do that.”
She said the turnout at Eastern
blood drives usually varies.
“Seventy-five people could be
expected, and 200 could show up,”
she said. “The numbers have defi-
nitely risen since the Sept. 11
tragedy, but people can only donate
every two months. Donations sped
up, but eventually slowed down,” she
said. “Hopefully donations will speed
up again now.”
Every donation helps no matter
the blood type,Torbeck said. It is rare
to use pure blood and typical to use
blood cells, platelets or plasma from
various blood donations.
“One way we could save some-
one’s life, even if we don’t know
them, is by giving just one hour of
our time every two months, every 56
days, to donate blood,” Torbeck said.
“What other way could you think of
to save a life in one hour?”
There is no cost to sponsor a
blood drive; time to organize and run
it are all that is needed,Torbeck said.
Any organizations interested in
sponsoring a blood drive should con-
tact Tracy Torbeck at 
(217) 235-1178.
forecast
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Stratia Stein/Staff photographer
Bingo!
Alex Berry, a junior French major, calls out bingo numbers in French during French bingo Wednesday afternoon.
By Rachel Sefton
Staff writer
The Fourth Annual University
Union Craft Show will take place
just in time for the holiday shop-
ping season this year.
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday
and Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Sunday, local vendors will
display and sell their homemade
crafts to the public in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Jon Crask, arts and crafts
coordinator, said he expects to
have a variety of handmade yard
ornaments, knitted clothes,
quilts, Christmas ornaments and
embroidery, among other items.
“The craft show gives our
artists and craft vendors access to
the university community,” Crask
said. “It is also a prime opportu-
nity for students to go Christmas
shopping somewhere other than
Wal-Mart.”
Prices will vary widely to
accommodate all budgets, he
said.
“Generally, you pay for what
you get, and everything is priced
reasonably,” Crask said. “The
quality of the items is a lot high-
er and will be priced according-
ly.”
In the past, Crask said people
have been pleased with the prices
of the quality products and he
has not heard any complaints
thus far.
This year, all vendors will be
local artists. However, he said in
past shows staff and students
have participated.
Staff and community vendors
pay a $50 set-up fee, while stu-
dent vendors pay $40, Crask said.
All vendors keep the money they
make from selling their products
and are not required to pay the
Union any of their profit.
“Students already help run the
Union with their student fees, so
we don’t charge them as much,”
he said.
Crask and Ted Hart, assistant
director of the Union, said a
good turnout is expected, based
on past shows.
“At this point, we have no idea
how many vendors will be there,”
Hart said. “We’ve had a lot of
requests for information but no
way of knowing until Thursday.”
The craft show began as a
suggestion from Shirley Stewart,
acting vice president for student
affairs, Hart and Crask said.
Crask and Hart said they are
also considering ways to improve
future craft shows.
Next year, student groups may
be able to set up informational
tables for a small fee, Crask said.
Free meals or food samples
may be available in the future,
Crask said, adding that it is
against Union policy to actually
sell food items at the function.
The only other restriction on
items sold is that none of the
products can display the Eastern
logo or name because of licensing
restrictions, Crask said.
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Craft show geared up for the weekend
At this point, we have no
idea how many vendors will
be there.We’ve had a lot of
requests for information but
no way of knowing until
Thursday.
Ted Hart, 
Assistant director of 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
“
”
By Frank Hurley
Staff writer
Despite the warm weather this
week, which is normal for this time of
year, colder weather is fast approach-
ing.
Dalias Price, a local weather
observer said the current nice weather
“is not unusual for November;we have
mild weather the first half of
November.”
Price continued to say that
although fall has not seemed to end
with temperatures in the low 70s all
week, winter will eventually arrive.
“Winter weather really begins the
first week of December,”Price said. “It
will continue to get colder but slowly.”
The cause of the nice weather that
we have been experiencing is due to a
variety of reasons, said Matt Barnes, a
meteorologist with the National
Weather Service.
“We have kind of been in a quiet
weather pattern; the storm track has
been well to our north.” Barnes said.
In addition, the region is currently
in a high pressure zone, which is also
known as an anti-cyclone, he said.
However,Barnes said cold weather
will soon plow through the area.
“About Friday of this week, we are
going to drop back down to normal
temperatures,” he said.
Highs are expected to be in the
lower 50s.
Barnes explained that snowfall is
expected but that it’s difficult to say as
of now when it will arrive in
Charleston.
He assumes the first measurable
snowfall will be around Nov.26,which
is common for the end of November.
Both Price and Bornes said a dif-
ference in temperature will be notice-
able come this weekend.
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November is........
the month of thanks!
This month:
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8:30
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O l d  S t y l e :
Special Export Lt:
Drafts 50¢
Warm weather to end soon
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Gabe Marks, a senior speech communication major, enjoys a book about
developing a positive attitude towards life by Yogi Berra entitled Take It
on Wednesday while sunbathing in the nice weather.
By Meg McNichols
City editor
The Student Senate’s External
Relations Committee will discuss a
new voluntary rental inspection
program, the Project 21 Task Force,
and Charleston Lanes  with city
officials at tonight’s meeting.
The committee will meet
tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the 1895
Room in the Martin Luther king Jr.
University Union.
Because a previous mandatory
rental inspection program could not
be implemented, the committee will
discuss the possibility of a voluntary
system.
“I think it’s going to be more in-
depth,” said External Relations
Committee Chair Marty Ruhaak,
referring to tonight’s discussion of
the issue.
“We want to post a voluntary list
(of landlords),” he said.
Ruhaak said he would like to see
as many landlords as possible at
tonight’s meeting and hopefully as
many as possible sign up to have
their properties inspected.
In the future, he would also like
to ensure the instatement of a rental
inspection ordinance through what-
ever political channels it takes.
“I want to see it reinstated (every
year),” he said. “Whatever it takes,
I’ll take the Student Action Team to
Springfield to get it done.”
Mayor Dan Cougill said that he
would also like to do whatever he
can to assist students trying to
achieve better living standards off-
campus.
Both Cougill and Ruhaak have
the daunting task of trying to
achieve an inspection program
without the assistance of “home
rule.”
With home rule, Charleston
would be able to implement a
mandatory rental inspection pro-
gram, but to qualify for home rule
the city must have a population over
25,000.
Charleston’s population does not
meet those standards and therefore
cannot implement a mandatory
rental inspection program.
The committee will also discuss
the closing of Charleston Lanes, the
Project 21 Task Force and neigh-
borhood relations in Charleston.
“We haven’t had a meeting since
Project 21 was proposed in
October,” Ruhaak said.
He said there have been a lot of
rumors about bar raids and he
would like to ask Cougill, who is
also committee co-chair, about the
effectiveness and tactics of the pro-
ject.
Also in attendance at the meet-
ing will be residents heading up the
group Neighbors for a Peaceful
Neighborhood, who would like to
see better relations between off-
campus students and residents.
Voluntary rental inspections topic
of External Relations meeting
WEIU changes will be
for the better
Change is a scary thing; normalcy
disappears and things can get a little
rocky in the beginning. WEIU-TV is
no exception.
In response to the two-part series
done on WEIU, I would like to com-
ment about the changes being made.
Not everyone is happy with the
changes … but many people are look-
ing forward to some or all of the
changes. The changes mainly concern
the 30-minute nightly newscast
“Newsscan.” The irony of the situation
is that these changes were already a
part of the original co-hort program.
But, past management failed both the
students and co-hort program, allowing
students to create their own rules. Rick
Sailors is trying to bring the co-hort
program back to how it began.
Some students feel we are losing the
learning experience. My only comment
is this: Every experience you get out-
side the classroom is an environment in
which to learn, grow and apply the
skills that were taught in the classroom.
There are solutions to the “prob-
lems” that some students think we
have, they just don’t want to see
them.
I know when I graduate, I will be
leaving the only entirely student-run,
student-produced, and student-created
live 30-minute broadcast news program
in this country. I will also be leaving
with what I feel has been the best edu-
cational and professional experience
possible. I also feel that later students
who participate at WEIU-TV will
leave with an even greater experience
when the future of “Newsscan” is in full
swing.
Stephanie Livsey
Junior journalism major
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
O
n Monday night,
three friends and I set
out on what at first
felt like a wild goose
chase. We were driving north on a
lonely country road, seeking an
area dark enough to be able to
view the Northern Lights.
We had no idea what we were
looking for.
After we pulled over to the
side of the road in confusion, a truck heading toward us slowed
to a stop beside us.
“Looking for the Northern Lights?” the driver asked. We
nodded like lost children at the service desk of a grocery store.
“You’re looking at them,” he said, and told us that if we got
out of the car and let our eyes adjust to the darkness, we would
see the colorful haze that arched across the night sky.
Our helpful friend drove off, and we stepped out of the car
to behold a sight none of us had ever seen before.
I may be a bit naive, but I had no idea that the Northern
Lights were sometimes visible in the sky above Charleston. I
thought I’d have to venture up to Alaska to see such a thing.
What my friends and I saw was breathtaking. In the dis-
tance and far up in the black sky, a fuzzy green haze stretched
from the East to the West, blurring out the stars, and ended in
a patch of red that reached up until it faded out of view.
The sky being red and green at 10 p.m. was astonishing to
me. I’ve seen sunsets and sunrises, blue skies and black, but red
and green hours after the sun went down? That was awesome.
When I say awesome here, I don’t mean awesome like class is
canceled or awesome like the seventh-grade synonym for cool.
The sight was full of awe. I was speechless as my eyes drank it in.
The Northern Lights have a very clear scientific explanation.
The Web site www.pfrr.alaska.edu summarizes the phenomenon,
also called “the aurora.”
“Auroras occur because Earth’s magnetic field interacts with
the solar wind, a tenuous mix of charged particles blowing away
from the sun ... Auroral light is from the the air glowing as
charged particles, particularly electrons, rain down along Earth’s
magnetic field lines.The color of the aurora depends on the
type of atom or molecule struck
by the charged particles.”
Got all that?  The explanation
is interesting to me, but if some-
one had busted all that informa-
tion out while I was standing
wide-eyed soaking up the beauty
of the aurora that night, the won-
der of the scene would have been
spoiled.
The problem with scientific
explanations, and with society as a whole sometimes, is there is
an answer for everything.
We, as people, want everything to fit into a box, neat little
categories and we are  uncomfortable when something can’t be
explained.
I think largely, we have lost our sense of wonder and mys-
tery. We can’t look at things the way a five-year-old looks at a
sparkler on the Fourth of July.
When you think about the logistics of birth, birth is not
beautiful. It’s actually one of the most grotesque processes of
nature in existence. Birth’s scientific explanation cannot cap-
ture the overwhelming wonder of a new life entering the
world.
Tears are simply drops of water that flow out of ducts near
eyeballs. Nothing earth-shattering. But what on the inside
causes them to flow can’t be tagged with a textbook explana-
tion. Tears are wonderful.
But we can’t seem to embrace things that are mysterious.
We try to trap the mind-blowing workings of God in a test
tube, and it’s breaking us.
I’m not trying to say science is worthless. Not at all. I just
want us to accept that at a certain point, answers run out, and
instead of being frustrated by that, I think we should rejoice in
being amazed.
We are becoming grown-ups, but let’s not lose the ability to
stare at the Northern Lights, or even the moon, through the
simple and unquestioning eyes of a child.
Take time to be amazed by life
“I think largely, we
have lost our sense
of wonder and
mystery.”
EriKa Larson
Activities editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Erika Larson is a senior English major and a monthly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is 
eslarson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to 
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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T
oday is a point in the year that used to
come and go with little excitement or cam-
pus-wide attention. Two or three years ago,
you might even have been pressed to find
more than a few dozen students who were excited
with its arrival.
This year, however, there’s plenty of excitement
to go around as the
Panther men’s basketball
team makes its debut at
Lantz Arena with an
exhibition game against
a team from Budapest,
Hungary, tonight at 
7 p.m.
In case you’re a freshman, a transfer student or
lived in a cave last year, Eastern is coming off just its
second-ever appearance in the NCAA Tournament.
The Panthers won last season’s Ohio Valley
Conference Championship in dramatic fashion with
an eight-minute, 21-point comeback to win the title
in the game’s final second.
The win went down as arguably the greatest in
school history and one of the greatest in college bas-
ketball tournament history. Stories and photos por-
traying the small team from Eastern Illinois graced
newspapers and magazines across the country,
including a front-page article in the USA Today and a
spread in Sports Illustrated.
Yes, that team put Eastern Illinois University on
the national sports map. And today that excitement
starts all over again.
Combined with the success of Eastern’s No. 4-
ranked football team, now is as good a time as ever
to be a fan of Panther athletics. Be sure to take
advantage of the opportunity.
Among the hundreds of colleges and universities
across the country, this institution has been blessed
with great success and excitement. And Eastern stu-
dents shouldn’t take that for granted.
Continue to get out to the games and support
these teams and in turn, they’ll entertain you.
Hundreds of students witnessed the most exciting
sporst moments in, their lives just by walking across
campus and sitting in Lantz Arena.
The same can be said for spending a few after-
noon hours watching playoff football at O’Brien
Stadium. Success of your university’s athletic pro-
grams is something thousands of students across
the nation haven’t had the privilege to experience.
It’s even something many students on this campus
have yet to experience. Take it from the thousands of
fans that turned out to Lantz Arena last season:
Don’t miss the action, or you might be missing out
on one of the most exciting experiences of your
young life.
Let the 
season begin
Basketball team tips
off tonight
Panthers are promising another
exciting season of men’s 
basketball.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
CHRIS SIEVERS
MATT NEISTEIN
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
The Daily
Don’t forget to get your
yearbook picture taken!
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ADVERTISE You’llBeSurprised bythe Results
Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE 
ADVERTISED!!!
EIU professor works
to fight breast cancer
Dey’s project includes a three-dimensional model
By Melissa Bagwell
Staff writer
Breast cancer currently plagues
more than 2 million women in the
United States alone. Suhrit K. Dey,
mathematics professor, is hopeful that
one day no one will have to die from
this disease.
Dey is currently working on a
three-dimensional model to help
fight breast cancer.
When the model, designed to
solve 16 million mathematical equa-
tions, is complete, doctors treating a
breast cancer patient will be able to
plug data into it and determine the
proper patient treatment, Dey said.
“This model will work the way a
wind tunnel works to test air planes,”
Dey said.
The goal is to prevent needless
treatment, which often hinders a
patient’s recovery and makes them
more sick in the process, he said.
Dey, who is also working with his
son Charlie, a scientific programmer
in Champaign, said the project is
expected to be completed in the next
two to three years.
To help the project along, he
recently received a $150,000 grant
from NASA.
Before beginning work on the
current project, Dey completed a
one-dimensional mathematical
model by using an existing reaction-
diffusion equation and applying it to
the flow of liquid in the body.
“The major cause of breast cancer
is stress,” Dey said. “Stress weakens
your immune system and makes you
more susceptible to cancer.”
Cancer cells are present in the
body all the time, but a healthy
immune system destroys them before
they become a problem.
“The mind and body work
together,” he said. “So, it is important
to take care of both.”
The three-dimensional model will
also be able predict if an individual
will get cancer and how their immune
system could reverse the process of
cancer with the proper chemicals,
Dey said.
Dey said that because of the
breast’s location on body, they are
completely surrounded by T-Cells,
which are the body’s natural defense
against cancer.
The lymph glands, which are
located down both sides of the body,
and the Thymus, which produces T-
cells, are located directly on top of the
heart and are very close to the breast.
All of these prevent cancer, Dey
said. If a body develops cancer, these
glands do the work to kill cancer cells.
These T-Cells do not have to trav-
el through the blood stream so they
can go straight to the cancerous cells,
Dey said.
Dey gave some tips for students
to start preventing breast cancer early
in life. Make sure to take plenty of
vitamin C, see your doctor on a reg-
ular basis, relax, exercise, and most
importantly make sure to laugh.
“Students should start now,” he
said.
Laura Milen/ Staff photographer
Dr. Suhrit Dey is currently working to fight breast cancer. Dey recently
received a $150,000 grant from NASA to further help the project.
The major cause of breast
cancer is stress. Stress weak-
ens your immune system
and makes you more sus-
ceptible to cancer.
Suhrit Dey,
mathematics professor, yoga instructor
“
”
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ADVERTISE
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ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE
By Katie Strejc
Staff writer
Regional leaders and prominent
local officials will discuss issues deal-
ing with discrimination and hate
crimes with local high school and
university students tonight.
The round-table forum, “How a
Community Responds to Hate,”
will feature Gov. George H. Ryan’s
Commission on Discrimination and
Hate Crimes and is hosted by the
Office of Civil Rights and Diversity.
The forum is open to students
and to the community. It will be
held at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Steve Kleen, assistant executive
director of the Governor’s
Commission, said Eastern was cho-
sen by the commission because of its
regional location.
The focus of the round-table is to
provide “a time for these two groups
to talk about how hate crimes and
tolerance affects their lives,” Kleen
said.
Some of the regional leaders
include Commissioners Mike
McHale of Chicago; Thomas C.
Castellano of Southern Illinois
University; Camille Taylor of
Normal Community High School;
and Janet Richmond of Illinois
Department of Corrections, Kleen
said.
Local leaders include principals,
superintendents and police chiefs
from Coles County and the sur-
rounding counties, Cynthia
Nichols, director of the Office of
Civil Rights and Diversity, said.
“It is good for the university to
be involved in the commissions
from the Governor’s office,” she
said.
Nichols said the university is
offering a “positive service to high-
light problems.” She said this is the
chance for adults as well as students
to let their opinions be known.
The Commission has traveled
around the state, hitting key region-
al areas including Bloomington,
Galesburg and Centralia. Eastern is
the fourth round-table the
Commission has held.
Hate crimes to be discussed
Tony Svitak
Staff Writer
Nominations for a new RHA
president and discussions on consti-
tutional changes are some of the
items that will be discussed during
this week’s Resident Hall
Association meeting.
Unfinished business will be the
first item on this week’s agenda. This
will include discussions over the
nominees for RHA president: Kevin
Leverence, who was accepted, and
Caleb Judy, who was thinking about
taking the position.
These unfinished items also
include discussions over constitu-
tional changes on articles seven,
eight, and nine. These changes will
be over the RHA’s rules of impeach-
ment, their methods of amending
and the funding for RHA confer-
ences.
The RHA meeting’s executive
reports will be done by RHA
President Amy Grammer, Vice pres-
ident Mariah Martin-Dooling,
Secretary Crystal Pipher, Vice presi-
dent of finance Nachel Glynn, and
NCC/ICC correspondents Jessica
Garrett and Taylor Colins.
Other items on the RHA agenda
include committee reports, housing
and facilities concerns, advisor
reports, the student senate report and
any other important announce-
ments.
This week’s RHA meeting will be
held tonight in the Weller Hall lobby
at 5 p.m.
CAA looks at New Health
course and policy change
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The Health Studies Department
today will ask the Council on
Academic Affairs to approve a new
course designed to educate future
teachers on health issues in the work-
place.
Robert Bates, Health Studies
Department chair, said the proposed
course, Health Concepts for
Teachers, HST 3000, addresses facil-
itating the individual needs of pupils,
teaching health concepts to students
and working with a school’s health
administrative system.
He said the class, which has been
approved by the department and the
College of Education and
Professional Studies, was also created
to address state requirements.
“It was to fulfill the Illinois State
Board of Education requirements for
teachers so they would have an
understanding of the basic health
concepts and incorporate them into
their teaching,” Bates said.
The class would show a prospec-
tive educator how to respond to
health-related issues, such as what to
do if a student gets a nosebleed.
Bates said such a situation requires
a teacher to know how to address the
needs of the student while taking the
basic precautionary measures that
deal with blood-borne pathogens.
Another dimension of the class is
teaching students about health issues.
Bates said the course would help stu-
dents to relate issues such as anthrax
transmission and the effects of smok-
ing on the body.
The final area the course would
address is health administration,
Bates said. Working with a school’s
health staff or nurse and individual
students’ prescription drug needs
would fall under this area.
The council is also scheduled to
review a proposal to establish uni-
form effective dates for curriculum
change.
CAA Chair Andrew Methven,
biological sciences professor, said
Tuesday that the proposal would
keep the yearly catalog more uni-
form.
With the change, curriculum
changes approved in the fall semester
would not go into effect until the next
fall. Changes approved during the
spring semester would not go into
effect until two fall semesters later.
According to Methven, a change
approved in spring of 2002 would go
into effect in fall 2003, not fall 2002.
The policy change could make
the job of academic advisors easier,
but would slow down an individual
department’s ability to make changes,
Methven said.
Discussions for new RHA president focus of meeting
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Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus!
NOW SHOWING APARTMENTS
Sign a lease before Thanksgiving and get
a discounted rate!!!
4 Spring Leases Available
FACILITIES INCLUDE
*  CENTRAL AC *  FULLY FURNISHED APT.
*  BALCONIES *  PARKING
*  LAUNDRY *  FREE TRASH
Eastern Illinois University
Bus Stop Locations
For Drop Off On Friday Evening
And Pick Up On Sunday Evening
Phone: (217) 581-5122
Website:
www://eiu.edu~union/busservice.html
Two Convenient
Pick Up Points on Fri.
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
9th St.  2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1 Lucky Reader Is Going To Win
GRINDERS FOR I   A SEMESTER! !
CHECK YOUR BOXA MENU IN TODAYS EDITION 
OF THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
IF YOU HAVE THE:
WINNING BLUE TICKET
YOU WIN:
3 FREE 9” Grinders of Your Choice Weekly
For The Entire 2002 EIU Spring Semester
(ODDS 1 in 8500)
As Always,
EAT LOTSA BOXA
Like Quin, Robbins said that the
committee has historically been
structured much like this semester’s.
“It has never been a committee
like external relations where they
have an overflow of members,”
Robbins said.
He attributed the quorum viola-
tion to committee member absence.
“We’ve had a problem with non-
student government member stu-
dents not showing up,” he said.
Under state law, a public body is
not allowed to convene and make
policy without a quorum. All the
recommendations originally on the
senate agenda for Wednesday, Oct.
7 are illegal and may not be dis-
cussed.
Senate scheduled a special meet-
ing to appoint staff and faculty rep-
resentatives at 3:10 p.m. today in the
Student Activities Center in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
To fix the fractured fee recom-
mendations, Quin said the com-
mittee will “start  over from
scratch.”
Quorum
from Page 1
Stratia Stein/Staff photographer
Enjoying the day
Brett Ziegler, a freshman psychology major, enjoys a game of
Frisbee outside of Carmen Hall Wednesday afternoon. 
a bylaw change saying I have to
brush my teeth every morning, am
I going to care?” said Daryl Jones,
student vice president for public
affairs.
What seemed to decide the
fate of the bylaw change was the
idea of stepping out of one’s com-
fort zone to encourage under-
standing.
“It will help you understand
them more and help you under-
stand yourself more,” said Yve
Williams, student vice president
for student affairs. “The funny
thing about learning about others
is you learn about yourself.”
Senate struck legislation
addressing proposed fee increases
because The Daily Eastern News
reported that the Tuition and Fee
Review Committee violated rules
of quorum when they created the
recommendations.
“The paper pointed out that we
screwed up, and let’s face it, we
screwed up,” Student Body
President Hugh O’Hara said. “If
you want to blame someone,
blame me. Don’t blame (commit-
tee chair Seth Quin.)”
Senate members chose the
inscription for a paver they pur-
chased in the Commemorative
Courtyard from four proposals.
Opting to avoid a potentially
controversial “God bless
America,” senate went with
“United we stand 9-11-01.”
Athletic director Rich
McDuffie and John Smith, assis-
tant athletic director for develop-
ment, explained to senate the pur-
pose of a $10,000 additional allo-
cation from Apportionment
Board.
The money would go toward
hosting football playoffs if
Eastern won the bid. Senate
tabled the approval of the alloca-
tion because the meeting ran until
11:30 p.m.
Also in special presentations,
geology/geography department
chair Alan Baharlou explained
how technology fee dollars were
spent, Katie Cox, chair of the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education Student Advisory
Committee, updated senate on the
presidential search, and the
Commencement Committee’s
Kathy Simmons asked for input
on several new commencement
ideas.
Senate
from Page 1
It will help you understand
them more and help you
understand yourself more.
The funny thing about
learning about others is you
learn about yourself.
Yve Williams
Student vice president 
for student affairs
“
”
Night owls who like independence
and responsibility may wish to take
this opportunity to earn money. Now
hiring Mid-8am shift on weekends to
work with adults with developmental
disabilities in a group home setting.
Paid training provided. Apply in per-
son at Tull House, 1911 18th St,
Charleston; 345-3552
______________________11/14
PT work needed 4-8pm Tuesdays
and Thursdays other hours are avail-
able.  Professional cleaning with
Service Master call 345-7773
______________________11/15  
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER. part time and full time positions
seeking candidates for order entry.
Strong keyboarding skills a plus
must possess excellent communica-
tion skills experience with phone
sales helpful apply at Scholastic
Recognition, 689 Castle Dr.,
Charleston. For directions call 345-
9194.
______________________11/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS.  hiring for 2nd semester
proof reader/copy setters must pos-
sess command of English language
and ability to discern discrepancies
in text quickly and accurately.
Experience with quark and/or
PageMaker a plus. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, 689 Castle
Dr., Charleston.  For directions call
345-9194.
______________________11/16
Pagliacci's Pizzeria in Mattoon
accepting applications for all posi-
tions.  Please apply within.  319 N.
Logan, Mattoon. 234-6000.
______________________11/26
#1 Spring Break Vacations!  Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas and Florida.
Earn Cash and Go Free!  Now hiring
Campus Reps.  1-800-234-7007.
endless summertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA's and habilitation
aides.  Work in a small home setting
with 5-8 children and adults.  No
experience necessary.  Paid training
for dependable staff.  Positions avail-
able for all shifts due to program
expansion.  FT/PT (6-10AM & 3-9
PM) positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling.  1st,
2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program.  FT
includes full benefits pkg.  If you are
a good role model and enjoy working
with people, apply in person at 421
7TH Street, Charleston.  EOE
_________________________01 
Fall 2002, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments. near campus, reasonable.
www.EIUapts.com 345-2416
______________________11/12
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 1624 12TH
ST. WASHER/DRYER. CENTRAL
A/C, FENCED YARD. NEW APPLI-
ANCES. GREAT CONDITION.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2002. $325
PER BEDROOM. 345-6222 or 581-
6367.
_______________________11/9
4 BEDROOM APT. 204 W. GRANT.
CLOSE TO O'BRIEN STADIUM.
LARGE BEDROOMS. 2 FULL
BATHROOMS. HEAT, WATER,
TRASH, DSL INTERNET INCLUD-
ED IN RENT. DISHWASHER, FREE
LAUNDRY PROVIDED. EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION. $1400/MONTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2002. 345-
6222 OR 581-6367.
_______________________11/9
ONE BEDROOM APT. 204 W.
GRANT. HEAT, WATER, TRASH,
DSL INTERNET INCLUDED, A/C
LAUNDRY. CLEAN AND QUIET.
$550/MO. AVAILABLE AUG 2002
345-6222 or 581-6367.
_______________________11/9
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house
1409 9th St. Completely remodeled
$250/month/per person Plus utilities.
No pets. 708-386-3240 Available
next semester or next year.
______________________11/14
4 - 2 bedroom apts available now or
2nd semester. 400/month, deposit,
last mo. free. No pets. 345-4602.
______________________11/14
Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 5 peo-
ple, 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher, wash-
er/dryer, $200/person. 12 month
lease. 348-8886, leave message.
______________________11/16
Available for 2002-2003 school year.
Nice 5 bedroom house, excellent
location. $250/month 12 month
lease. Call 345-0652.
_______________________11/9Y
OU HAVE SEEN THE REST NOW
SEE THE BEST!! POTEETE
PROPERTY RENTALS 930 LIN-
COLN AVENUE (217) 345-5088.
______________________11/30
Looking to rent for 2002-2003. Come
pick up a list at 930 Lincoln Ave. 345-
5088 See us on the web at
www.poteeterentals.com
______________________11/30
2002-2003 3 Bedroom furnished
apartment. 1/2 block to Rec.  Central
Air, dishwasher, garbage disposal.
345-5048.  
_______________________12/7
2002-2003 1 and 2 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments.  10 month lease.
345-5048.  
_______________________12/7
2002-2003 2 Bedroom furnished
townhouse.  Excellent condition.  1/2
block to Rec. Central Air, dishwash-
er, garbage disposal. 345-5048.  
_______________________12/7
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 1060 2ND
ST. WASHER/DRYER, DSL INTER-
NET. $950/MO. AVAILABLE AUG
2002 345-6210
_______________________11/9
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 916 7TH ST.
WASHER/DRYER, CENTRAL A/C.
$1500/MO. AVAILABLE AUG 2002.
345-6210
_______________________11/9
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
1056 2ND ST. CENTRAL AIR, DSL
INTERNET, LAUNDRY. AVAILABLE
AUG 2002. $720-$770/MONTH.
345-6210.
_______________________11/9
2002-2003 SCHOOL YEAR. First
house on 2nd street across from
Lantz Gym. 6 bedrooms, 2 kitchens,
upright freezer, W/D. Garage stor-
age. 2 1/2 bath. Need 7 students.
Price negotiable. Call 345-6868.
______________________11/28
Roommate needed to share nice
house close to campus for Spring.
$200/month plus utilities. Also taking
deposits for summer/fall 02. 348-
3968.
______________________11/30
Early leasing for 2002-2003 school
year. Close to campus, furnished,
security/management. Call 345-
2516 (our apartments are leased by
January 1).
______________________12/10
NEW, 1 bedroom apartments next to
campus. Central heat and AC, laun-
dry facility, includes garbage service.
Perfect for serious student or cou-
ples. Available August 15, 2002. Call
348-8249.
_______________________1/11
1 BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6th STREET. 6 bedroom house,
partially furnished. Includes washer,
dryer, garbage service. Available
August 11, 2002. Call 348-8249.
_______________________1/11
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENTLY
RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157 OR
581-3681.
_________________________01
FALL 2002-5, 4, 3, 2, BEDROOM
AVAILABLE HOUSES, 2 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. EARLY
BONUS. 348-5032.
_________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES FOR FALL
2002.  3,4,& 5 bdrm. great loc, great
cond, off street parking, trash includ-
ed, No Pets.  $250-$300 per person.
345-7286
_________________________01
FOR RENT NOW.  2 Bdrm house,
W/D hookup, lge liv/din room, 114 W.
Jackson.  No Pets $500/mo.  345-
7286.
_________________________01
NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS, FUR-
NISHED.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.  SEPARATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY.  LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE.  345-6000.
_________________________01
2002/2003 SCHOOL YEAR. NICE,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, UNFUR-
NISHED HOUSES. NO PETS. $275
PER MONTH PER PERSON. 12
MONTH LEASE. 345-3148
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.  1,2,
& 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.  PHONE 345-6533
(OLDE).
_________________________01
New 2 and 3 bedroom apt.
Furnished, utilities included.  NO
PETS!  2121 18th Street.  Call 345-
6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING.  OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-
3161.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus.  4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE MONTH
RENT FREE.  2-4 BR one block
from campus.  $225 per person for
2-4 people.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 per-
sons, 1542 4th St.  Excellent condi-
tion, all electric, c/a.  Quiet, reserve
parking, No Pets.  345-7286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apartment across from
Rec Center.  Excellent condition, all
electric, c/a, parking, No Pets.  345-
7286.
_________________________01
4 and 5 bedroom houses for rent,
close to campus available for 02-03
school year. 345-6533.
_________________________01
Avail 11/01- June 02  
Newly remolded,
4 Bedroom house,
Central Air,
Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU.
276-5537
_________________________01
AVAILABLE THROUGH 2002-2003.
FURNISHED 1, 2, 3, AND 4, BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS, HOUSES,
AND DUPLEXES.  MID-CAMPUS
AND LINCOLN ST. LOCATION.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
348--0157 OR 581-3681.
_________________________01
Lovely furnished 1 bdrm apt for 1 or
2 persons, 3 blocks from campus
call Jan at REU 345-8350.
_________________________01
Beautiful furnished home for seven
girls, 3 levels, 1508 1st St. 3 blocks
from campus. You'll love it- $270/each-
call Jan REU 345-8350.
_________________________01
1997 Silver Chevy Lumina.
Excellent condition. High mileage.
$2500 OBO. Call Michelle at 345-
6912.
_______________________11/9
Older model Packard Bell with pen-
tium processor, includes monitor and
printer. $400 or best offer. For more
information call Kari 345-6397.
______________________11/13
FOUND: Female calico cat with 4
white feet, white belly, bushy tail, and
masked face. 8 or 9 months old.
Found on 4th St. Call 345-5133 if this
is your cat.
______________________11/12
$185/mo. Close to campus, laundry,
parking, female roomate needed.
Call 348-6633 Brenda or Kat.
______________________11/16
Female Roommate needed! SP 02
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartment
$265/month plus 1/2 utilities. Move in
as early as December 14. Call 348-
0951.
_______________________11/9
Sublessors needed for Spring 2002,
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments.
Large 2 bedroom apartment,
$250/person. Fully furnished, bal-
cony, laundry facilities, large living
room and kitchen.  Call 345-7718.
______________________11/12
SP '02. 2 Bedroom apartment avail-
able for 1 or 2 people. Close to cam-
pus. Fully furnished, off street park-
ing. Rent negotiable. Please call
345-3032.
______________________11/13
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APT.
$280/MO. WATER, HEAT, TRASH
INCLUDED. GREAT LOCATION,
QUIET. AVAILABLE JAN. 02. CALL
345-8698 OR 822-3251
______________________11/16
One bedroom apartment available for
December or January. Close to cam-
pus on 7th street. Call 618-562-0766.
______________________11/16
Female Sublessor needed. Located
on First Street. $275/month. Lease can
start asap-ends in July. Call 348-8723.
______________________11/16
Roommate needed to share nice
house close to campus for spring.
$200/month plus utilities. Also taking
deposits for summer/fall 02. 348-3968.
______________________11/30
Sublessor needed.  Apartment avail-
able to sublease Dec 2001 or Jan
2002.  For more information call 1-
217-348-8957. Ask for Emily.
______________________11/30
NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BED-
ROOM APTS) LOCATED ON 9TH
ST. MID-CAMPUS. FULLY FUR-
NISHED, INDIRECT WALL LIGHT-
ING, CERAMIC TILED LIVING
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITIONAL
LEASING INFORMATION, CALL
348-0157 OR 5581-3681.
_________________________01
Congratulations Jack Bolster of Pi
Kappa Alpha on becoming the new
Alpha Gam man. We love you!
Jacalyn and Brooke.
_______________________11/8
MOTHER'S WEEKEND: 
$1.00 bottles 
$2.00 drinks 
$3.00 pitchers 
No cover Friday and Saturday and a
DJ!
_______________________11/9
IT'S GREEK WEEK AT DALE
BAYLES ON CAMPUS. All Alpha
Sigma Tau and Lambda Chi Alpha
merchandise 20% off thru Saturday.
(Does not include sewing) Look for
your week to follow.
_______________________11/8
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups-Earn $1,000-2,000
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888)-923-3238 or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com.
______________________11/16
SPRING BREAK 2002 CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BARBADOS,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, PADRE,
FLORIDA & MORE. FREE MEALS
for a limited time!! FREE Parties,
drinks and exclusive events! Visit
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com for
details or Call 1-800-426-7710 "IT'S
A NO BRAINER."
______________________11/27
For the most important Spring
Break-YOURS-visit ebreaknow.com
to answer all of your Spring Break
questions.
______________________12/10
ACT NOW!  GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPUL-
CO, FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS.
REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE,
EARN $$$.  GROUP DISCOUNTS
FOR 6+.  800-838-
8203/WWW.LEISURETOURS.CO
M
______________________12/10
ACAPULCO'S #1 SPRING BREAK
COMPANY.  BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS, wants you to Go Loco in
Acapulco!  Book Spring Break
2002's Hottest Destination with the
only company specializing in
Acapulco!  Call 1-800-875-4525 or
log onto www.bianchi-rossi.com
Travel Free-ask how! 
______________________12/12
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MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 2430 Buzzard Hall. All
are welcome to attend!
PRE-LAW SOCIETY. Meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in CH
232. All welcome.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bunch for
Lunch today from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. in Union Chick-Fil-
A/Subway. Join us in the balcony section to eat, hang out
and meet new people.
EIU ROTC. Drill and Ceremony Practice Lab today at 3:30
p.m. in Tarble Arts Field. Uniform: BDU's, highly-shined
boots, pen and paper, cold weather gear, wet weather gear
optional. All welcome.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.
Fellowship Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Oakland Rm.
Everyone is welcome as we discuss the topic of "God's
Desire For Dating."
SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
Meeting tonight from 7-8:30 p.m. in Oakland Rm. We will
be working on our scrap book and starting our clothing
drive. Everyone is welcome. Blessed be!
BETA ALPHA PSI. Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in LH 2020.
Mike Yager of MidAmerica Designs will be giving a presen-
tation. Business casual dress. All welcome.
SAM/AITP. UPS Speaker, Thursday, November 8 at 7p.m.
in Lumpkin Hall 1041. EIU Alumni, Mitch McGlaughlin
from UPS will speak about IT careers and internships.For rent
For sale
Lost and found
Sublessors
Personals
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Con game
5 “There ought
to be ___!”
9 For all to hear
14 Fill with freight
15 Spymaster’s
worry
16 Hiatus
17 Shortly
18 ___ et
Chandon
19 Coincide
20 Confused
ornithologists
becoming
lousy speak-
ers?
23 Pick up on
24 Superlative
end
25 “Monty Python”
airer
28 Fishing gear
32 Room in a
casa
33 Some signs
are posted in it
36 ___ throat
37 Confused loco-
motive buffs
becoming
Iberian
tourists?
40 Sauce maker?
41 Pain relievers
42 Corn bread
43 It regularly
blows its top
45 Mimic
46 Forty-niner’s
tool
47 Delhi division
52 Confused
fencers becom-
ing river cross-
ing guides?
56 “… and ___ a
good night!”
59 Cry of dismay
60 Inky mess
61 “A Delicate
Balance” play-
wright
62 City on the
Brazos
63 Lotion ingredi-
ent
64 They’re some-
times wild
65 Trumpeter in
the park
66 Recipe amts.
DOWN
1 Some sides
2 Tippy transport
3 Bedeck
4 Fixes
5 Magazine sup-
plies
6 Sack
7 Knighted
Guinness
8 Gelded ram
9 One way to fall
10 Falls behind
11 “___ Gang”
12 Treat shabbily
13 Wallace of
“E.T.”
21 Mourn
22 Road curve
25 Vermont city
26 Give approval
to, in a way
27 Mortarboard
29 Cape ___
30 Morse E
31 Young Jetson
32 Editor’s “let it
be”
33 Thwart in court
34 Porcupine’s
pointer
35 Wan
36 Photosynthesis
product
38 Harvest god-
dess
39 Unsatisfying
game result
40 Place for a
massage
43 Needlefish
44 Furnishes
(with)
46 Onetime
explorers’
goals
48 In the box
49 Vends
50 Hike
51 1950’s Sen.
Kefauver
52 Pet’s pest
53 Clarinetist Artie
54 Builder at
Cuzco
55 Hired heavy
56 ___ chi
57 & 58 Civil War
battle eagle
named after
the president
ANSWER TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Stephen Budiansky
No. 0926
G A M S S L U M S P S I
O R A L C A S I O C R E W
U L N A I D E S T H E R O
G E T T O F I R S T B A S E
E N E L I E T O U R I N G
D E L E D S K A R O D E O
T I N A R P I S O
C A S E Y A T T H E B A T
U R N U N I D N A
P E N T A T E T D R O P S
S T O O L I E U S O V I A
O U T I N L E F T F I E L D
A N N O C O T T A M R E D
O N C E A P T E R I D O L
L E E N E E D S N O N E
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36
37 38 39
40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63
64 65 66
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
FREETOWN, Sierra Leone (AP) — A
U.N. helicopter with seven people on board
crashed into the sea off the Sierra Leone
coast on Wednesday, a U.N. spokesman
said. Three bodies were recovered.
The helicopter crashed at about 8 p.m.
near the U.N. headquarters in Freetown,
Sierra Leone, where a large United Nations
force is disarming rebel groups after a bru-
tal 10-year civil war, said spokesman
Farhan Haq from New York.
A witness heard a loud explosion, but
there was no immediate report of any attack
on the helicopter, Haq said.
The helicopter was headed from U.N.
headquarters to an airport across the bay at
Lungi, where the United Nations has a base,
U.N. spokeswoman Margaret Novicki said
in Freetown. Four crew members, two mili-
tary observers and one civilian were on
board.
Three bodies were recovered in a search
and rescue operation, which was continuing
through the night, Novicki said. There were
no immediate reports of survivors.
Last month, a British army trainer was
killed in a helicopter accident in eastern
Sierra Leone. 
British personnel are acting as military
observers and staff officers for the U.N.
mission, training Sierra Leone troops and
advising the government.
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO & MESSAGE
in the
Daily
Eastern
News!
U.N. helicopter crashes into sea off Sierra Leone with seven on board
Opposition claims
gains in fighting for
key northern city
JABAL SARAJ, Afghanistan
(AP) — The Afghan opposition
claimed its fighters edged closer to
the strategic northern city of
Mazar-e-Sharif on Wednesday, and
U.S. special forces reported north-
ern alliance fighters on horseback
charged Taliban tanks and armored
personnel carriers.
Officials of the ruling Taliban
denied losing territory but
acknowledged fighting was
intense.
In Washington, Marine Corps
Gen. Peter Pace said the fighting
south of Mazar-e-Sharif was “very
fluid” and that the opposition
appeared to be making progress.
Pace, vice chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said of the alliance
fighters: “They’re taking the war to
their enemy and ours.”
Capturing Mazar-e-Sharif
would be a major victory for the
northern alliance because it would
open supply corridors to Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan and cut Taliban
supply lines to the west of the
country.
U.S. bombers were also in
action Wednesday across north-
eastern Afghanistan, pounding
Taliban artillery positions near the
border with Tajikistan. Reporters at
this village 45 miles north of Kabul
could hear the roar of warplanes
and the thud of distant explosions
after sundown.
The private South Asia Dispatch
Agency also reported air attacks
around Kandahar in the south and
Jalalabad in the east of the country.
After 10 days of heavy air
attacks along the front lines south
of Mazar-e-Sharif, opposition
spokesman Ashraf Nadeem said
the northern alliance had captured
Shol Ghar district and that some
opposition units were within 10
miles of the city.
In Kabul, Taliban officials
denied losing Shol Ghar but said
they were rushing 500 fresh troops
to front lines south of Mazar-e-
Sharif to block the opposition
advance.
The claims could not be inde-
pendently verified. The border
with Tajikistan, 35 miles north of
Mazar-e-Sharif, is closed, and
Western reporters in northern
alliance-controlled territory more
than 150 miles to the east cannot
reach the area without crossing
Taliban lines. However, reporters
stay in daily contact with comman-
ders by telephone.
Pace confirmed that U.S. spe-
cial forces teams were with opposi-
tion forces near Mazar-e-Sharif “to
help in directing airstrikes.” The
general said the American soldiers
reported cavalry charges, with
opposition fighters on horses going
against Taliban armor.
New Jersey post office
closes in fear of anthrax
BELLMAWR, N.J. (AP) — A
federal judge Wednesday shut down
a postal distribution facility after
workers complained they weren’t
sure the facility was free of anthrax.
The South Jersey Area American
Postal Workers, the union represent-
ing the workers, asked the judge to
close the Bellmawr Processing and
Distribution Center after a govern-
ment-hired contractor cleaned the
wrong machine.
The facility had reopened Sunday,
one day after anthrax spores were
detected on a bar code sorting device.
But cleanup crews worked on a dif-
ferent unit instead of the sorting
device that had been contaminated.
The correct sorting machine was
cleaned Wednesday morning, said
Rep. Robert Andrews, D-N.J. He said
the mistake occurred because instruc-
tions on which machine to clean were
given verbally, not in writing.
U.S. District Judge Jerome P.
Simandle set a hearing for Nov. 13 to
hear arguments on whether the facili-
ty should remain closed.
The judge said the processing cen-
ter should stay shut until an arbitrator
decides on the union’s complaints.
He also ordered that health officials
give workers the option of being test-
ed for anthrax bacteria, and give
employees antibiotics if they desire.
Union and postal officials did not
return telephone calls Wednesday
night.
A 54-year-old employee of the
facility has a suspected case of skin
anthrax. A preliminary test of the man
came back negative, but a second
biopsy is pending, health officials
said.
Employees on Tuesday were
given the option of leaving the
Bellmawr facility after anthrax conta-
mination was found, but were told the
work floor posed no immediate
threat. The area around the sorting
machine was closed.
Oregon sues U.S. government over
federal directive on assisted suicide
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The state
of Oregon sued the U.S. govern-
ment Wednesday over a federal
directive that essentially blocks the
nation’s only assisted-suicide law.
The lawsuit challenges the
authority of U.S. Attorney General
John Ashcroft to bar doctors from
prescribing federally controlled
drugs to help end the lives of ter-
minally ill patients.
The state asked the U.S. District
Court to block the federal govern-
ment from enforcing the order until
the lawsuit is decided.
“Fundamentally, the actions of
the U.S. attorney general take away
the right of the state to govern the
practice of medicine,” said Kevin
Neely, a spokesman for Oregon
Attorney General Hardy Myers.
On Tuesday, Ashcroft dealt
what could be a fatal blow to the
Oregon law permitting assisted sui-
cides, which has been used by at
least 70 terminally ill people since
1997. He said Oregon doctors
could have their licenses to pre-
scribe federally controlled drugs
revoked if they use Oregon’s Death
with Dignity law.
The order does not call for crim-
inal prosecution of doctors. And it
does stipulate that pain manage-
ment is a valid medical use of con-
trolled substances.
But it effectively puts the state’s
law on hold because a doctor
would have to be willing to sacri-
fice his or her right to prescribe
federally controlled medicines,
which doctors say are essential for
their work.
The head of a group that oppos-
es assisted suicide disputed the
notion that Ashcroft is interfering
with doctors’ ability to practice
medicine.
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T H E B O D Y S H O P
348-TA N S
“THE 10 BEST BEDS IN TO W N ”
WE MATCH ALL COMPETITORS PRICES AND COUPONS
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
M O N D AY-FRIDAY 8AM-10PM  SAT U R D AY 9AM-5PM  SUNDAY 12PM-8PM
Happy Birthday JJ!
Love, Horatio.
The Women of Alpha Phi would like to
congratulate our new EXECUTIVE BOARD.  We would also like to thank
our 2001 EXECUTIVE BOARD for all of their hardwork and dedication.
2001  
Presiidentt Rachell   Niinness
VP Programmiing IIngrii d  Kays
VP Recruii ttmentt Sttephany  Avros
VP off   Chaptter  Operatt ii ons Lonii   Naff zii nger
VP Markett ii ng Krii stten  Skallon
Treasurer Betth  Vogell
Panhell ll enii c  Dellegatte Betth  Rii chtter
AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
Mary  Uremoviic
Courtney  Gatsos
Kriisten  Skallon
All ll ii son  Threllkelld
Chriisty  Hoeflle
Joy  Lii twii ll ll er
Kriisten  Newton
2002
Housing
Guide
Coming
Nov. 29th
Call Your AD Rep Today at 581-2816
giving them a lighter, smaller ball is.
The women’s basketball is only an
inch smaller in circumference and
weighs only few ounces less.
A woman athlete thrives on flex-
ibility, agility and finesse. A man
thrives on strength, power and
aggressiveness. Having a woman
play in a sport where a man’s strong
points thrive just doesn’t seem fair.
There are aggressive, powerful and
strong women out there, they’re the
ones who would be quick to make
quick work of me in a bar brawl if I
don’t mention their existence in the
sports world.These women are in
the minority. Why not make the
sport more fun for all involved and
lower the rim.
Lowering the rim doesn’t mean
lowering the bar.
Other sports take similar mea-
sures. In cross country men run
eight kilometers, while women typi-
cally run five kilometers. In track
and field many of the standards are
decreased in height and distance.
Every kid with a basketball hoop
in his driveway has dreams of being
able to dunk. After all, that’s why
most want expensive shoes with air
pockets. I still wear shoes with air
pockets because I still have the
dream. Unfortunately, my dreams
won’t come true.The only air my
feet get is when I put my feet up to
watch a basketball game on televi-
sion.That doesn’t mean young girls
who dream of dunking should have
to keep on dreaming.
Lowering the basket will make
dreams come true and will help fill
near-empty arenas nationwide.
Bloomquist
from Page 12
MLB
Twins’, Expos’ spring training homes can only wait, worry
Sophomores Jesse Mackinson and Ryan
Kelly will be in the forward and center positions
as well with junior transfer J.R. Reynolds rotat-
ing in as shooting guard.
“I anticipate we’ll spread the minutes out.
The starters tend to get more minutes, but I’d
like to get a look at the whole team as best I can.”
BC Albacomp began its United States tour
Tuesday night with an 86-83 loss to the
University of Illinois-Chicago in overtime.
“Foreign teams play a different style, but we’re
ready to play,” Samuels said. “They’re tired of
practicing, mentally and physically.”
Not only will BC Albacomp bring a different
style of play, but a different look as well. Two
centers reach the 7-foot mark while two more
players are 6-foot-11.
Damon Williams, an American on the
Hungarian squad, finished with 31 points to lead
his team against the Flames.
“They’re big,” Samuels said. “The American,
Damon Williams, had a big night. That’s their
first game. I’m sure they’re travel weary, but it
sounds to me that they’re a very formidable
team.”
Hungary
from Page 12
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Major league baseball hasn’t said
which two teams it wants to dis-
band, but officials at Montreal’s
spring training home are already
referring to the Expos in the past
tense.
“We like the fact that the Expos
were here,” Palm Beach County
Administrator Robert Weisman said
Wednesday in Jupiter.
“They had the connection to
Canadian tourism, which was
important to us.”
It’s an uncomfortable waiting
game for civic and business leaders
in the Florida cities where the
endangered teams train.
Montreal, the Minnesota Twins
and the Florida Marlins recently
have been mentioned as the likeliest
candidates for elimination. Owners,
who voted Tuesday to get rid of two
teams, have not said which teams
will be gone.
The Twins train in Fort Myers,
on the southern Gulf coast, and the
Marlins near Melbourne, just south
of Cape Canaveral on the central
Atlantic coast.
“The month of March in Florida
is a big time for people coming in for
spring training, so losing these teams
is not something we’d like to see,”
said Nick Gandy, a Florida Sports
Foundation spokesman.a
A city that has a Grapefruit
League team taken away would suf-
fer a significant financial blow. A
study commissioned by the founda-
tion found that spring training
brought an economic impact of
$490 million in 2000. Also, more
than 5,500 full-time jobs are sup-
ported and attendance at the state’s
19 ballparks was nearly 1.6 million.
In addition to losing tourist dol-
lars, communities that built or reno-
vated stadiums for the eliminated
teams are in danger of having to deal
with collecting rent money they
thought they had locked up for
another decade.
The Twins pay Lee County
$300,000 in rent annually with its
lease expiring in 2010, county
Director of Economic Development
Janet Watermeier said.
The lease agreement between the
county and the Twins states that if
the team breaks the lease, “the club
shall be liable to reimburse the coun-
ty all regularly scheduled payments
of principal and interest due on the
bonds ...”
”(The Twins) would still be
obligated to pay rent until there was
another team in there,” Watermeier
said.
Contraction wouldn’t be the only
blow recently suffered by the
Grapefruit League. Earlier this year,
Arizona’s Cactus League used the
promise of a new stadium to woo the
Texas Rangers away from Port
Charlotte and the Kansas City
Royals from Haines City. Those
teams begin play in suburban
Phoenix in 2003.
“That would put (the Grapefruit
League) down to 16 teams,” Gandy
said. “That’s a big loss.”
In Jupiter, Montreal shares
7,000-seat Roger Dean Stadium
with one of the Grapefruit League’s
top draws — the St. Louis Cardinals
— so losing the Expos wouldn’t be a
crippling blow.
of itself,” McInerney said.
The young women’s team had
difficulty latching on to the large field
at Furman during the Pre-Meet, but
that was nearly one month ago.
“We didn’t do a good job at
Furman with handling the bigger
crowds, and this meet does get up to
6,000-meters, so we need to be ready
for that,” McInerney said. “We need
to solidly ourselves out there.”
Senior Beth Martin comes off a
second-place finish at the OVC
championship race and will continue
to lead the Panthers into the regional
meet this weekend. While the com-
petition will continue to be strong at
Southern, Martin has the potential to
earn regional honors for the first time
in her career.
“She has her work cut out for her,”
McInerney said. “I’m real excited for
her. Realistically she can have a top
25 finish, which would make her all-
region. She’s going to to in with the
mindset of nothing to lose.
“She’s been running confident
and she’ll be going after a bigger fin-
ish like a top 15, but we’re certainly
not even counting out a top eight fin-
ish. There are some nice incentives
there.”
If Martin can cross the finish line
in eighth place or better, she will
extend her season one week to the
NCAA championships before ending
her senior year.
“I’m excited to be racing again,”
Martin said. “I pretty much don’t care
how I feel out there.”
Another motivating factor for the
women’s team will be the presence of
Southeast Missouri, 18-time OVC
champions, at Southern Illinois.
Southeast Missouri was kept from
the title again this season by the
Panthers, who will look to prove
again their right to the crown.
“SEMO will be there and we’ve
had such a great season this far,”
Martin said. “We probably won’t be
able to see them, but you’re hoping
you’re ahead of them at the end.”
Women
from Page 12
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All New College Nite Thursday
Mother’s
$1 U Call it
Ladies...$1 Flavored
Friday
$1.50 Bottles • $3 Pitchers •$5 Tropical
$2 Captain
Saturday
$6 Fish
21 to Enter • 2
University Baptist Church
Your Church Home Away From Home
We are currently looking for vocalists and 
instrumentalists to help us lead our worship 
service.  If you are interested please call
John Keyes at 345-2086.
1505 7th St. Charleston
Twice is Nice
618 Jackson
South Side of Charleston Square
Check out our wonderful fall selection of styles 
for the entire family
Name brands of the lowest possible prices.
Now in progress - 30% off Entire Store!
All Students receive additional 10% off with ID
COME ON IN  –  You  won’’t  believe  your  eyes!! !!
3 4 8  -  5 8 0 3
and continuing on the West side of the square...
Twice is Nice, Cont.
516 6th St.
3 4 5 - 5 9 0 8
Furnish your entire home with what you’ll find
at this very unique little shop
Quality used furniture and housewares 
and LOTS of fun things!!
25% off in progress
Check  Us  Out!! !!
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
Swimming
Men look to keep win-streak alive 
By Raymond Keeler
Staff writer
For the third time this season,
the Eastern men’s and women’s
swimming and diving team will
have back-to-back meets this
weekend as the Panthers get ready
to face Western Illinois at 5 p.m. on
Friday and Butler University at
noon on Saturday.
The Panther men (4-0) are tying
to maintain its undefeated season
heading into this weekend’s dual
meets, while the women (2-2)
attempt to notch their third straight
victory and break over the .500
mark for the first time this season.
“Friday should be a good knock-
down close meet,” head coach
Raymond Padovan said. “As long as
we swim like we did last meet.”
Last year, when Padovan sched-
uled the meets against Butler and
Western, he said he knew a lot
about each team.
In a strange turn of events, he
has been unable to confirm what
type of team they have now.
“From what I’ve seen they have
lost a lot of people from last year,”
Padovan said.
“I haven’t been able to get in
touch with their coach but as far as
I am concerned there is a meet. We
have signed a contract.”
Even thought there is a signed
contract, Padovan is confused as to
whether the team is coming
because there has been no contact
between the teams. He said he has
called all week and has not been
able to contact the coach from
Butler.
The team is counting on
Western to be competitive on
Friday as far as  senior captain
Jessica Kaatz is concerned.
“They are going to be tough,”
Kaatz said, “But we’ll do good ...
cause we swam good last weekend.”
Padovan said the plan for the
weekend’s events is to compete at a
high level against Western and take
a rest against Butler in order for
some personal changes.
“(Saturday) will be not quite as
hard (against Butler) which helps,”
Padovan said. “Then it gives me a
chance to move some people
around.”
But make no mistake: the team
is going into the weekend with the
impression that it will have to pre-
form at its best in order to meet
their specifications. Even though
Saturday may not be that tough of a
meet, they will have their hands full
when they get on the blocks against
Western.
“It’s going to be an exceptionally
close meet,” Padovan said.
event could go down to the flip
of a coin, but that’s the way it
should be. Friday ought to be
great.”
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
A pair of Eastern runners leads a group during a recent home meet. The women’s cross country team
will look for a strong finish in the NCAA regional track meet this weekend. Panther runner Beth
Martin will try for a national meet berth.
regional champion Oklahoma State
is the favorite coming out of the Big
12 Conference with several confer-
ence championship teams trailing
behind. Loyola comes out on top of
the Horizon League and Northern
Iowa won the Missouri Valley
Conference championship while
Nebraska, Minnesota, and Iowa
round out the top seven with the
Panthers.
“It’s just a great field,” McInerney
said. “Oklahoma State is the definite
favorite, but after that it’s pretty wide
open.”
The top two teams out of the
regional meet earn an automatic bid
to the NCAA race Nov. 19 in
Greenville, S.C.To qualify as a team,
Eastern would need to place five run-
ners in the top 25.
“We need four guys to pack
behind me,” senior Jason Bialka said.
“Team-wise, this is one of the weak-
er years. There’s Oklahoma, but it’ll
all come down to who runs well.”
With a field of 30 eligible teams
invited to Southern Illinois, packing
together will be difficult, but neces-
sary for the Panthers.
“That’s going to be our key,”
McInerney said.“They need to be up
in good, solid position. We had four
guys run solid at the OVC meet, but
we need five or six.
“We’re trying to pack guys
together throughout the race. It’s a
10,000, not an 8,000, so it’s a mental
game. The race goes out cautiously.
We need to weather the early mental
pressure.”
Eastern will be led by Bialka, who
finished fifth last year to earn All-
Regional honors and an individual
bid to the NCAA meet. Bialka
comes off a first-place finish at the
OVC race two weeks ago.
“We’re keying on having Jay up in
the lead group,” McInerney said. “It
helps having one of the top individ-
ual to cut the score down.
Bialka will not only look to be
among the lead pack, but improve
upon last year’s performance.
“I’ve basically singled out the
main competition and it’s a wide-
open race,” Bialka said. “I’m focusing
on running hard, but relaxed.”
Men
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Panther Sports Calendar
Today: Men’s basketball vs. BC Albacomp at Lantz
Arena, 7:10 p.m.
Friday: M/W Swimming vs. Western, 5 p.m.
Friday: Volleyball vs. Tech at Lantz Arena, 7 p.m.
Saturday: Volleyball vs Tenn St. at Lantz Arena, 2 p.m.
Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer
e-mail: cunb2@pen.eiu.edu
Out of bounds
Lowering rim
will raise
sport’s support
F
inally it’s basketball sea-
son again – one of my
favorite times of year.
It’s time to see our
favorite players slam, shoot and
power their way to the hoop.
People will come out in droves to
Lantz Arena this season to see if
the Eastern men’s team can’t make
another trip to the NCAA
Tournament.
Maybe this time they’ll get a
lead on their first-round foe and
keep it for the whole game.
But what about the women?
It’s doubtful thousands, even
hundreds will show up to see a
young Eastern women’s squad try
to prove it is better than the No. 9
ranking it was given in a preseason
Ohio Valley Conference poll.
It’s also doubtful that those big
crowds would show up if the team
was in contention for a conference
title. Nationwide attendance for
women’s basketball games is vastly
overshadowed by men’s basketball.
Men’s March Madness dwarfs
revenues earned from television
coverage of the women’s NCAA
tournament.
A campaign in Chicago failed
to raise enough interest to receive
a WNBA franchise according to
an article in an issue of last week’s
Chicago Tribune. Chicago is the
third-largest market in the nation.
Women’s basketball won’t ever
be able to compete unless changes
are made. Women’s basketball is
simply a different sport than the
basketball which men play.
Finesse, crisp passing and strong
jump shots are necessities for a
successful women’s team. Power,
strength and speed are all needed
to win a men’s title.
Almost all women’s ball is
played below the rim, with only a
few exceptions. The men’s game is
dominated by the dunk.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
Women’s basketball needs to
lower the hoop. The basket could
be about nine feet above the floor,
instead of the standard 10. This
would change the game drastically.
There’d be more emphasis on post
play, women would dunk the ball,
and long-range shots become infi-
nitely easier.
Lowering the hoop isn’t saying
women are inferior any more than
Runners gear up for final meet
Cross Country NCAA Regional meet
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The men’s cross country team
will head to Carbondale Saturday
for the NCAA Regional meet
where they will compete with
teams from across the Midwest for
a chance at the NCAA champi-
onship race.
They will be using the momen-
tum from their Ohio Valley
Conference championship title
earned Oct. 27 at Eastern
Kentucky
“Last week was pretty slow
because we’re a little banged up
from the hilly course at confer-
ence,” head coach John McInerney
said. “This week has been real
solid. We’ve had quality work this
week.”
Eastern will be looking for a
team qualification to the NCAA
race, but come into this weekend’s
race in a No. 7 position. Defending Sara Figiel/Photo editor
A member of the Eastern men s cross country charges toward the finish
at a recent meet. The squad has an outside chance at qualifying for the
national meet at this weekends regional track meet.
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The women’s cross country
team will look to for a solid finish
Saturday at the NCAA Regional
meet in Carbondale following their
first Ohio Valley Conference chap-
mionship Oct. 27.
The key will be allowing their
first title to settle before stepping to
the starting line at Southern
Illinois.
“It was an emotional victory,
but we need to focus on not having
a major let-down,” head coach
John McInerney said. “We finished
15th last year and they’re a much
better squad. They have an idea of
racing and competing well. We
need to finish the season right.”
The women’s team remains
healthy after racing two weeks ago
at Eastern Kentucky, but will look
to disrupt the scene at Southern
Illinois this weekend.
“This is a big meet. We’ll be
keying in on the top teams from the
Missouri Valley, the Big 10 and the
Big 12 and hopefully it’ll take care
Panthers have
outside shot at
national bid
Women look to
finish strong
Men’s basketball
Panthers begin season tonight against Hungary
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The men’s basketball team will
open its first of two exhibition games
tonight in Lantz Arena, welcoming
BC Albacomp from Budapest,
Hungary.
The 7 p.m. tipoff will not only
give the Panthers their first taste of
game situations, but will allow the
coaches to continue to solidfy the
team after last season’s Ohio Valley
Conference tournament win and 21-
10 overall record.
“We’ll get to see how much game
slippage we have and what some of
the combinations look like,” head
coach Rick Samuels said.
The Panthers return three starters,
including OVC preseason  Player of
the Year Henry Domercant.
Domercant averaged 22.8 points per
game, scoring a total of 706 points.
He is joined by senior forward Todd
Bergmann and junior center Jan
Thompson.
While there are still questionable
positions on the court after the grad-
uation of two starters, Kyle Hill and
Matt Britton, the team will work to
rotate in several faces, especially in the
backcourt.
Junior Craig Lewis will be starting
at shooting guard while sophomore
Rod Henry will start at the point. He
will share minutes with sophomore
Chris Herrera, sophomore Jason
Wright and junior transfer Raymon
Taylor.
“The early lead is the player who
is the veteran,” Samuels said. “Rod
Henry will start because he’s more
familiar with what we’re doing, but
we’ll rotate several at point guard.
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Eastern s Henry Domercant talks with basketball coach Rick Samuels during a game last season. Domercant
is the Ohio Valley Conference preseason Player of the Year. The Panthers begin their season tonight with an
exhibition game against Hungary.
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